Original Version
Originally from Texas, Catherine Lott moved to
Arizona two years ago. She finds the mountains and
pine trees to be both beautiful and refreshing.

Showing Changes
Originally from Texas, Catherine Lott moved to
Arizona two years ago and fell in love with it. She
finds the Flagstaff’s mountains and pine trees to be
both beautiful and refreshing.

In 1986, Catherine started her real estate career
and she ran her own company from 1998-2013 as a
land service broker. Upon earning her Arizona Real
Estate license, Catherine chose the Connections
Realty brokerage based on the superior technology,
syndicated listings and virtual office features.
Research of the local market, encouraged her to
jump on board with Connections Realty because
they provide the best possible platform for her
clients. Her twenty-eight years as a real estate
expert combined with the latest technology and
services from Connections have made her an
unmatched agent in the field.
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Catherine’s been a hard worker her entire life and
she makes it her priority to diligently help others
attain their real estate goals. Catherine feels that
homes are not just property, but rather a respite,
shelter, a place to make and keep memories and a
good investment. She listens intently to her clients’
needs and wants in order to find them the closest
possible match to what they are requesting.
When she isn’t showing houses, meeting with
contacts or at the closing table, Catherine enjoys
gardening, riding horses, travel, and photography.
Call her today to find your dream home!!
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Final Version
Catherine Lott moved to Arizona two years ago and
fell in love with it. She finds Flagstaff’s mountains
and pine trees beautiful and refreshing.

